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Bi-Monthly Meetings: 1st Monday
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President – Todd Wagener
Treasurer – Gary Eidson
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President – Ted Winston
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Meeting: K-Bobs, 3rd Thursday 6:30
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President - Justin Miller
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Executive Director - Patty Floyd
Ethical Practices - Steve Frank
NSPS Governor - Glen Thurow
Westfed Rep - Earl Burkholder /
Gary Eidson

Benchmarks Editor - Barry Phillips
Education Foundation - Larry Medrano
Geospatial Advisory Committee - Earl
Burkholder
Lobbyist - Justin Miller
Minimum Standards - Mike Daly
PTAB - Steve Toler
Website - Allen Grace / Dave Cooper
BOLPEPS - Chris Medina
Conference - Larry Medrano

Middle Rio Grande
President – Ben Aragon
Vice-President – Glen Haikin
Secretary – Scott Croshaw
Treasurer – Tim Tessendorf
Director – Chris Medina
Regular Meeting: 2nd Wednesday
North Central
President –
Vice-President – Barry Phillips
Treasurer – Joseph Schmitt
Regular Meeting: 3rd Wednesday 6pm
Sangre de Cristo
President –
Vice-President –
Secretary/Treasurer –
Southern Rio Grande
President – Tom Rollag
Vice President – Kurt Wurm
Secretary – Mike Sanders
Treasurer – Kery Greiner
Regular Meeting: 3rd Wednesday
Gila
President – Clyde King
Vice President – Rick Miller
Secretary – Amanda Allred
Treasurer – Garret Allsup
Regular Meeting: 3rd Monday 6pm
ACSM/NSPS NMSU Student Chapter
President – Robert Moyers
Vice President – Edgar Amaro
Secretary – John Barnes
Treasurer – Rico Moya
Regular Meeting: Every other Thur 5:30

Submission Deadlines:
July 2012 - June15, 2012

Patty and Shelley, your friendly organizers, at the
Reception Desk of the 2012 NMPS Conference.
New Mexico Professional Surveyors, striving to keep the Land
Surveying profession respected and worthy of public and
professional esteem; maintaining the highest ethical standards and
encouraging the educational development of its membership.
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Fax: 575-393-4836
patty.nmps@gmail.com
Web Site: NMPS.org
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EDITORIAL
Hello again fellow Surveyors of New Mexico and elsewhere,
Another Annual Conference has come and gone and well done to the NMPS body of organizers for a job well
done. Patty and her crew deserve the accolades for the smooth running of the event which by all accounts was
well attended and received.
I usually walk away from these events with renewed vigor and plans for the new year but never get to act on
most of them and Justin Miller is right, we should all from time to time review what we have learned or discussed at the event and be more pro-active in doing more for the profession in New Mexico.
As promised a while back we have had some legal feedback from Mr. Ron Van Amberg regarding the County
Surveyor position being eliminated statewide. In addition to this we also have some comments and thoughts
from John Stock, PS, CFM concerning the value of having a County Surveyor which I found of interest. I
suggest we take a good look at some of his ideas especially in the light of some renewed interest shown in
discussions at the Conference in March about the possibility of a “State Surveyor’s office” and what that could
mean in terms of a better set of record corners, cadastral database etc.
Whilst walking around in the Conference Exhibition hall I stood and watched Earl Burkholder engaging a
group of students, trying his best to convince them that the earth was indeed flat. I managed to get a picture of
him during his demonstration, holding an important piece of equipment, a plumb bob, and I thought to myself
that events like this are vitally important in showcasing our great profession. He almost had me convinced
until he pulled out a plastic globe of the earth with a three-pronged axis during his session at which time I
breathed a deep sigh of relief.
We have also included a paper by Lee Wilson to get a student’s perspective of what the term “Responsible
Charge” means. Thanks to Steve Frank for submitting this piece. Included also are items on the “Surveyor of
the Year” and the “Lifetime Achievement Award” as presented at the recent Conference.Please also enjoy the
writing of Tom Moore regarding some case law involving Elevation Certificates.
Until next time, Barry.

Front Cover - Nelson, the noble survey dog.
Also skunk chaser and thief catcher of note.
Photo sent in by Scott Meredith, Patfinder
Surveys.
Back Cover - San Pedro mountains off the
Turquoise Trail, NM.
Photos sent in by Tom Patrick

Benchmarks is Now Accepting
Paid Advertising
The advertising rates are:
Full Page Ad .... $200
1/2 Page Ad .... $100
1/4 Page Ad .... $50
Business Card .... $20

Editorial Policy
Benchmarks is published bimonthly by New Mexico Professional Surveyors. Unless copyrighted, articles may be reprinted in other professional publications provided that proper attribution is made to the
author and to this publication. All submissions are welcome and should be made directly to the editor
at barryphillips.pls@gmail.com. Submission of an article does not guarantee publication. We reserve
the right to edit all submitted material, and no material will be returned. The opinions expressed are
those of the author and are not necessarily those of NMPS, its officers, members, or associates.
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President’s Angle
2012 NMPS President
Justin Miller, PS April 2012

In March, the Board of Directors hosted the 2012 NMPS
Conference. Overall, the attendance was great and the
topics that were presented received high reviews. There
were plenty of opportunities for attendees to catch up with
old friends and also make new contacts. Recognition was
given to those who volunteer their time in the service of our
professional community, and also to the vendors who have
continued to support our organization over the years.
I am very proud to say that the conference was a huge
success and we received no complaints regarding the
facilities, speakers, topics, food, or the organization of the conference as a whole. The topics our speakers
presented were very well prepared and the members who attended each individual session were treated to
a wide variety of material ranging from boundary retracements to easements to technology advancements
including a discussion on the upcoming FCC narrow banding schedule.
All of the materials and information from the topics as presented by the speakers is available on the NMPS
website. After I returned home I took the time to review some of the material which reminded me of some
important points that I had mistakenly overlooked as they were presented. I would encourage each of you
to also review these documents, perhaps take a half hour each week to do this and in the long run you will
broaden your background and surely enhance your knowledge and professional judgement. Just a few
minutes a week is all it takes, and you can also claim some of this as continuing education.
I did engage in a couple conversations with NMPS members who had some comments and suggestions
for future conferences which will be considered, even though it may not be possible to actually host the
conference in Hawaii. Conference planning for 2013 will most likely resume this fall, and we will be
looking forward to another great offering next year.
One point that is brought up every year is the cost of the convention to the attendees. I too understand that
the registration fees and travel expenses may not always be easy to overcome, but in all fairness the cost
is actually much lower than obtaining continuing education credits elsewhere. In fact, if you look at the
amenities offered at the NMPS conference, members are actually saving quite a bit of their hard earned
money by getting all of their required CEU’s completed in two days, with both breakfast and lunch provided
each day. I have personally attended a few other seminars in the southwest, and through this process I have
incurred much higher costs for single days of instruction, which makes me appreciate the lengths that the
NMPS Board of Directors have gone to in order to provide value and convenience to our members.
In closing, I want to emphasize that it takes a huge effort on the part of the NMPS Board of Directors to
produce this conference every year, and I am very thankful to all of those who volunteered their time to

...........continue on page 6
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Too Late to Change?
John Stock, PS, CFM

I read with interest the information in the March Benchmarks concerning the demise of the
County Surveyor in New Mexico. This is a sad deal. County surveyors in the 19th century
especially out west were very necessary and held in high regard. The original need may have
faded but that doesn’t mean an active County Survey office cannot serve the public. NSPS held
a county surveyor’s forum at the Annual Convention in 1982 in Denver. People thought nobody
would show up. Guess what? The room was packed and this was on the last day. Several prominent current and past county surveyors were invited to speak. It was a real eye opener as to what
an active office can do. 30 years later the idea of an active county survey office is still valid.
Besides record keeping, settling boundary squabbles was and still is a prominent task. For instance in Colorado there was no appeal to a section or quarter corner set by the county surveyor
in the performance of official duty if requested and paid for by land owners. The new age county surveyor can also create and/or manage the multi-purpose cadastre. As an example, an active
county survey office can still be the keeper of records on cadastral and geodetic corner
positions and passive monumentation even in the techno geek world we all live in now. In fact in the
digital age it might be easier and less expensive. The County Surveyor can still work on boundary
disputes if authorized by statute or the courts. I would submit that said surveyor should act more as
mediator than judge and jury in the 21st century. So what does this mythical person look like and what
else is required to make it happen?
Of course licensing by examination is a prerequisite although some statutes in other states don’t
even require it. Secondly there needs to be a certain level of experience in years. In New Mexico where there are both rectangular (USPLSS) “square” surveys and several different brands of
federal metes and bounds surveys the candidate must prove competence. Yes, I am suggesting an
additional state specific exam for qualification. CFedS could waive this requirement if that
curriculum has included serious studies in patented mining claims, Hispanic Land Grants, Homestead
Entry Surveys and Independent Resurveys to name a few. Also the county surveyor should not be in
private practice for obvious reasons. The salary needs to be enough to allow full time employment
without other survey related income in the same county producing work. This brings us to the hard
part. A proper office needs to be adequately funded. Where thirty years ago staffing could have been a
financial deal killer it is no longer required thanks to all the wonderful field and office devices we have
now. Administratively this position needs to be appointed rather than elected to serve at the pleasure
of the elected officials. An active office with a qualified professional surveyor and small staff can save
the public way more than it costs. The convincing is the hard part. It is a selling job to say the least and
in this economy a tough one.
So, how is it “sold”? Usually nothing happens for change unless somebody’s ox is gored. If that
somebody is an important and influential personage it carries more weight. Surveyors need to have
their ears to the ground for the potential opportunity to bring up the subject to the right people.
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..........from page 5
In a proactive mode the surveyor can volunteer to speak at service clubs, PTAs and other
organizations that are looking for people to fill these slots. It can be done quite easily with a
properly prepared Power Point. Notice I said “properly prepared”. In the last 12 years I have attended
and presented at many conferences and I come away thinking that technical scientific people are
capable of producing the worst, most boring Power Points imaginable. It could be suggested that NMPS
retain a desktop publisher and assign a few interested parties to make a professional and pleasing
presentation for dissemination to any member that wants to “get out there” and speak. We are always too
busy speaking to each other and not to the people that really matter. It has been the surveyor’s nemesis
since I started in this business. What the surveyor really does is still a secret and they do things differently than what the public thinks. Let’s take the cloak of secrecy off what we do and make a concerted
effort to be more “public” in the future. Then maybe the resurrection of the county surveyor won’t be so
difficult. Δ

..........from page 4
benefit the members of our great community. I would also like to thank the attendees who traveled to
Albuquerque for the occasion, and to all of those who participated behind the scenes. We all pulled
together as a group and produced one of the most memorable conferences, and we will take our
experiences forward to the next one.
I hope to see all of you next year at the 2013 NMPS Conference…venue TBD. Δ

412 N. Dal Paso
Hobbs, NM 88240
Tel: (575) 393-3117
Fax: (575) 393-3450
www.jwsc.biz

Nicolas Cournoyer
Direct Sales Rep, Arizona & New Mexico
Surveying / Engineering
Cell
Fax
E-mail

602 308 9062
602 274 3740
nicolas.cournoyer@leicaus.com
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Interesting Statistics on NM Registrants
The following is taken from the Board of Registrations Roster. The 2003 data I had was not complete so
they are just estimates.
We keep losing surveyors to retirement. If the trend continues those who are left may make a living doing
surveying.
The PS 2nd License is when a PE got his license and then got his PS later. There are some PS with 2nd
Licenses but I did not count them.
Todd Wagener
Year
PEPS
PS
PS 2ND LICENSE
Total

2003
57
470
50
577

2012
30
417
40
487

Breakdown per State
NM
360
AZ
34
UT
3
CO
39
KS
3
OK
5
TX
57
OTHER
76
Total
577

303
29
3
41
3
4
40
64
487

Justin Miller and Todd Wagener at the
2012 Conference.
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A story about the flat Earth
March 27, 2012

I recently had the honor of manning a booth for the Western Federation of Professional Surveyors (WestFed)
at the Annual Conference of the New Mexico Professional Surveyors in Albuquerque, NM. Other than
telling those who came by what WestFed is and does, the best interactions I had were my discussions with
several groups of high school students who came by as part of a field trip of their CAD and math classes.
They were bright, inquisitive, and attentive. Our conversation began with the question – “How many of
you believe the Earth is flat?” Several brave souls held up their hands and others snickered. My next
statement was, “I am going to offer you proof that the world is flat” – more snickers.
Then I dangled a heavy brass plumb bob from a string and made sure each one knew what it was called and
how it was used. I then insisted the that plumb bob was the most incredible tool I’ve ever used because,
no matter where you go, the plumb bob always, points down. Comments from the students about Newton
and gravity lead me to believe that they were paying attention. Next we agreed that the level surface of
water (in the bath tub, in a pond, in the ocean) is always perpendicular to the plumb line. Therefore, the
Earth is flat! Their looks of disbelief convinced me that they were thinking. OK, I challenged, “Tell me
where I went wrong. Where is the flaw in my logic?”
The next question was, “What physical evidence do you have to prove me wrong?” To the kid who stated
that you could travel around the world, I asked, “Yes, but have you done it?” Several students noted that
we have pictures from space. Here I asked “Were you there? Did you take the picture?” These were
provocative questions and many of those young minds rose to the challenge. Other physical evidence
answers included, “You can see the top of a ship approaching the coast before you can see the hull.” You
can see the curved shadow of the Earth on the moon during an eclipse,” and, “The Sun comes up every
morning as the Earth turns on its axis.”
We were able to resolve our discomfort about a flat Earth when I reminded them that as we move from
place to place the direction of the plumb line changes – from one side of the exhibit hall to the other the
difference was about 1 second of arc (1,296,000 seconds in a complete circle equates to about 100 feet
of arc on the Earth). Not everyone “got it” but I was gratified
by those who recognized the importance of understanding why
we believe what we do. And,
yes, some are still scratching
their heads while others couldn’t
care less. We each do what we
can. Δ
Earl F. Burkholder, PS, PE, F.ASCE			
Global COGO, Inc.					
Las Cruces, NM 88003
Email: eburk@globalcogo.com
URL: www.globalcogo.com
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Responsible Charge
By Lee T Wilson

Introduction
Within the surveying profession, the term “responsible charge” defines one of the principles that a licensed
surveyor must follow. While this term may seem rather vague and ambiguous, specific meaning has been
assigned to it and licensed professionals are bound by this definition. What follows is a discussion about
the meaning of responsible charge to licensed professional surveyors and those working toward their
surveying license.

Defining Responsible Charge in New Mexico
As students, we are introduced to the term “responsible charge” early on in our education. At that point in
time it has very little specific meaning. Instead it simply holds the idea of general responsibility. As we
advance through the curriculum, responsible charge takes on a greater and more specific meaning. As we
progress further into our careers, responsible charge will continue to take on a greater meaning.
Surveyors in New Mexico are bound by the Engineering and Surveying Practice Act which requires a
licensed surveyor to be in responsible charge of any project that falls under their definition of surveying.
This defines responsible charge as:
“…responsibility for the direction, control and supervision of engineering or surveying work, as
the case may be, to assure that the work product has been critically examined and evaluated for
compliance with appropriate professional standards by a licensee in that profession, and by sealing
or signing the documents, the professional engineer or professional surveyor accepts responsibility for the engineering or surveying work, respectively, represented by the documents and that
applicable engineering or surveying standards have been met” (New Mexico Statutes Annotated
61-23-27.4).
This definition sets the standard for all licensed surveying and engineering, practiced in the state of New
Mexico. Taking a quick look at this definition will reveal that it begins and ends with the idea of responsibility. It begins by clearly stating that the surveyor is responsible for the direction, control, and supervision
of the surveying work. It also states that the licensed surveyor must assure that the work is examined and
evaluation for compliance with standards. I think that it’s also important to understand what this definition
does not state. Nowhere does it say that the licensed surveyor must physically do any of these themselves.
It simply states that the surveyor must ensure that these things do happen as well as sign the documents
and accept responsibility for the survey.
Simply put, the surveyor in responsible charge must ensure that he/she is in control of the work
being done under their supervision. There must be a process in place which puts the licensed surveyor in
a position to be the final authority for any and all aspects of the survey. While this does allow for others to
make decisions, conduct the work, perform computations, etc.; these things cannot be done with the surveyor
in responsible charge unaware of or not overseeing these actions. The final authority and responsibility
must fall on the licensed surveyor.
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Variations of Responsible Charge Definition
Explicit definitions of responsible charge vary from state to state. At the same time, the spirit and intent
is consistent across the profession. While the words may change, the intent of responsible charge seems
to be consistent throughout various states and organizations.
Looking at other definitions of responsible charge, we see that NCEES has defined responsible
charge as the “direct control and personal supervision of engineering work or surveying as the case may
be” (NCEES). Utah defines responsible charge by saying:
“the licensee is assigned to and is personally accountable for the production of specified professional
engineering, professional structural engineering or professional land surveying projects within an
organization” (Utah Administrative Code R156-22).
The state of Colorado simply defines responsible charge by saying that it “means personal responsibility
for the control and direction of professional land surveying work” (Colorado Revised Statutes 15-25-2).
Regardless of the source, the message is clearly the same. The licensed, professional land surveyor
must be in charge of all aspects of the survey. This does not mean that everything needs to be personally
done by the surveyor. However it does imply that nothing of importance should happen without the licensed
surveyor’s knowledge and consent. Finally, the surveyor takes on a liability for the completed work.

Significance of Responsible Charge
By signing a survey plat, the licensed surveyor states that he/she has complied with this standard and that
he/she was in responsible charge for the surveying project. Here in New Mexico, when surveyors sign
and seal a plat, they make a statement that the work was either conducted by them or under their direct
supervision and that the work conforms to necessary standard. As such, the surveyor signs that he/she was
in responsible charge of the work. By doing so, the surveyor takes ownership of and responsibility for the
any problems or potential liability that result from the survey.
Since it is the licensed surveyor that signs and seals the plat, they are the only one that can be in
responsible charge of that project. Unlike many other businesses, a surveyor cannot simply be a figurehead of the business, at least without another licensed surveyor to act in responsible charge. The licensed
surveyor in responsible charge must maintain an active role in surveying work. This is the only way that
they can maintain that the work is done under their direct control. Passively supervising such work would
be a dereliction of the surveyor’s professional responsibility (Schmidt).
This then begs the question; can there be more than one surveyor in responsible charge? If so, can
more than one surveyor stamp the plat and accept that liability? New Mexico minimum standards allow for
this in the case of a large or complicated right of way survey (New Mexico Administrative Code 12.8.2.13).
Even with this being allowed it is the exception rather than the rule and the only instance that I have found
that will allow for multiple surveyors to sign and seal the same work. All other situations require a single
signature.
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Following on this idea; can different licensed surveyors oversee different portions of the work and
still have one signature? This seems to enter a rather grey area. While this does not seem to be explicitly
denounced anywhere, it isn’t explicitly pronounced either. As surveying firms grow larger and projects
grow, it is more likely that there will be multiple licensed surveyors involved in a single project. The
spirit of responsible charge seems to allow for this, provided that it is done in a manner consistent with the
definition (Hixon).

Responsible Charge and the Future Surveyor
Responsible charge is not only a concern for licensed surveyors in New Mexico. The spirit behind
responsible charge applies directly to LSIT’s gaining experience as they work toward and apply for their
professional licensure.
As defined by the New Mexico’s Engineering and Surveying Practice Act, in order to apply for a
surveying license, the applicant must have:
“…three years of increasingly responsible experience in boundary surveying and four years of increasingly responsible experience under the direct supervision of a licensed professional surveyor”
(New Mexico Statutes Annotated 61-23-27.4).
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As someone entering the surveying profession, this is of particular interest to me. As future surveyors work
toward their license, they are required to increase their level of responsible charge. However, during this
time, they will not actually be in responsible charge. As a survey intern gains experience, they will take
on greater and greater responsibility. This responsibility must never reach that of the licensed surveyor
though. The LSIT cannot be the final authority on a project. That responsibility must remain with the
licensed surveyor (Ani).
As the LSIT gains more experience, they will be making more decisions and these decisions will
take on a greater importance. At the same time, the licensed surveyor must ensure that the LSIT is not
making any final decisions on their own. While the decisions made by the LSIT may be consistent with
the final decision, there must be a final review by the licensed surveyor in responsible charge. The LSIT
simply becomes another check in the system that is necessary to maintain the quality of the work being
produced.

Summary
The term responsible charge has a special meaning within the surveying profession. While definitions and
specific implementations may vary slightly, it is important that all surveyors understand the intent behind
the phrase. As a licensed surveyor, there exists a necessity to maintain the highest quality of work and
professional responsibility. Licensed surveyors are required, by law as well as professional obligation, to
certify that survey work is conducted either by themselves or under their direct control. This is necessary
to maintain the integrity of the work as well as to give the public the protection that they need. By signing
and sealing a survey plat, the licensed professional takes on this responsibility and the liability that goes
along with it. This is what embodies the idea behind responsible charge. Δ
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Viva GNSS & TPS

Viva TPS

Viva GNSS

Viva Controllers & Software

Leica Viva —
It does not get more versatile.
Leica Viva — is a new generation measurement system that combines
the latest state-of-the-art technologies into an unrivalled portfolio of
total stations, GNSS receivers, system controllers and onboard software.
Encompassing innovative, feature-rich functionality with a new, modern
and ergonomic design, Leica Viva is easier and more intuitive to use than
any of its predecessors, yet it does not compromise on speed and precision.

Visit www.leica-geosystems.us or contact
your local Leica Geosystems representative for
more information:
Nick Cournoyer
C. 602-308-9062
Email: nicolas.cournoyer@leicaus.com

Join Leica
Geosystems
for Hexagon 2012

www.hexagonconference.com/geo
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Surveyor of the Year - Santiago Romero
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Presentation of Surveyor of the Year - 2012 NMPS Conference
Mr. Romero is the owner and President of Santiago Romero and Associates, Inc. of Albuquerque, NM where he is the Principal in charge of all surveying and engineering projects.
He has been active in the practice of surveying for 37 years and has been licensed since
1982. His experience covers a broad spectrum of surveying projects involving boundary,
construction, control and design surveys, and encompasses a wide range of governmental
clients including elementary schools, Pueblos, the New Mexico Department of Transportation, two National Laboratories and the City of Albuquerque. In his “spare time”, he has
traveled to remote areas of the state to take on additional surveying work for private land
owners.
Santiago has stayed abreast of current technology, having begun, as many of us, in the “olden
days” of transits and dumpy levels, but now using GPS for much of his work. Because he
is both a Professional Engineer and Surveyor, he can provide “supplemental surveying”
without measure to any design work that he provides.
Mr. Romero obtained his Bachelor of Science Degree in Civil Engineering in 1975 from
New Mexico State University, so he has an alma mater that is highly regarded in this state
amongst our profession, and notably in this room, where he is in good company with other
alumni. In addition to running a surveying company, Santiago has taught surveying and
engineering courses at the junior college level for a total of two years, interacting with young
minds inclined toward our profession.
It goes without saying that Mr. Romero’s well rounded resume, which includes education, teaching and years
of professional practice, is validated
by his commitment to provide both
engineering and surveying services
as a business owner.
It is our pleasure to present Mr. Santiago Romero to as the recipient of
the 2012 NMPS Surveyor of the Year
Award. Δ
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Lifetime Achievement Award - Bill Mataya
William P. Mataya- Surveyor
Graduated from Gallup High School in 1955. After a stint in
the Army, Bill went to work for NMHD, BIA Road Department and Joe Martinez Surveying. Bill then formed his own
company, Mataya Surveying Co.
Bill's work consisted of Boundary, Alignment and Topographic Surveys for roads, subdivisions, ranches, lots, mines
and construction work. The City of Gallup and McKinley
County were the primary beneficiaries of Bill's work. The
volume of work with associated ties and coordinate control
has done much to fix locations and boundaries in the area.
He accumulated records, plats and surveys of many of his
predecessors as well as his own work. He became familiar
with whose work in prior years was done properly and whose
was not.
In 1970 Bill joined forces with two others who collectively formed Allgood, Sterling and Mataya, Engineers and
Surveyors which eventually became Sterling and Mataya,
Engineers and Surveyors. His new partners recognized
the persistence mentioned above. On more than one occasion, after digging a foot or so for a corner and saying
"Well it's probably gone," Bill would find it 2 feet deeper.
Other instances such as section corners found in the crouch
of a tree, holes where the pipe or rod used to be and conversations with Navajo elders as to the location of original monuments were all pursued by Bill in an effort to
re-establish a boundary in its proper location.
There have been and are still, unfortunately, subdivision
plats, deeds and descriptions that are mathematically incorrect and/or unclear as to the intent of sellers, purchasers and
others. Bill’s work at interpreting intent and rectifying such
situations has been commendable as testified by washers tied
by other surveyors on his monuments in problem areas. BLM
surveyors frequently consult with Bill on the history and location of monuments recognizing that there are situations
and considerations that sometimes may take precedence over
procedures described in the Manual. If you don’t agree with
the position of one of Bill’s monuments, you had better talk
to him first before you reject it.
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Bill is always helpful and understanding. He has helped other surveyors, engineers, attorneys, realtors and
just about anyone who needs assistance with land surveying in Gallup and McKinley County. His familiarity with the area is unmatched. He is able to settle property line disputes with simplified explanation
that all parties can understand.
Bill had some personal traits that sometimes made work a little tough on his partners and employees.
When setting corner monuments, he took great joy in continuing to pound on rebar or pipe after it had
obviously hit rock. It had to go deeper. He would also become impatient when his help wanted to stop for
a water break during a hot summer day. He was intent on getting the work done. New employees noted
also that 5:00 had no relation to quitting time. Bill obviously had a good work ethic, some of which was
channeled into the charitable work of the Lions Club where he was a member and past president.
Over the past 45 years Bill Mataya has mentored many people who are now licensed surveyors in New
Mexico. This tradition continues today as he works with recent graduates from NMSU. Bill continues
working at DePauli Engineering and Surveying, his successors firm, reviewing plats, producing records
and plats and assisting staff in producing quality survey work. Δ

Where’s the Point
By Thomas Moore

A Case about Elevation Certificates and Agency Relationships:
ALL MED, LLC., v. RANDOLPH ENGINEERING CO., INC.,
AND DONALD R. HAYES

This article is a continuation of the topic on elevation certificates at a higher court level. About a year
ago, to the best of my knowledge and belief, I wrote briefly about a surveying company in Southeast
Texas which got sued due to apparent negligence in their work. It involved an area in Jefferson County,
Texas which was affected by Hurricane Ike. The surveyors were about 3 feet off in a flood plain that was
barely 5 feet above MSL, more or less. Their professional liability insurance company sued them based on
incompetency, to put it briefly. The insurance company refused to represent them and assume the liability
their incompetency had caused. That case has been closed. Disposition: Dismissed – Settled, Terminated:
06/20/2011.
Presently, there has been a case filed in West Virginia. The case mentioned above, which was filed in
the Eastern District of Texas, and the one following filed in The Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia, indicate that surveyor’s duties and professional obligations are under legal scrutiny in higher courts.
Insurance related cases in the Eastern District of Texas are still pending concerning Hurricane Ike, which
occurred 4 ½ years ago and was the second-costliest hurricane ever to make landfall in the United States.
The West Virginia case involves an elevation certificate, the practice of surveying, and a “side” venture
of said practice. A surveyor of record for the firm of RANDOLPH ENGINEERING CO., INC. was
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assigned a job with a medical supply company. The surveyor had many years of experience and was a long
time employee of the engineering firm. He was responsible for the performance of their surveying work
as it was contracted and billed through the company, for which he was an agent. That company was not in
the business of elevation certificates, per se, and there was an agreement that the surveyor could perform
elevation certificates outside of his regular working hours. After a job had been done for ALL MED, LLC.,
a medical supply company, the surveyor was asked by the company’s owner to do an elevation certificate
in Danville, WV, in a town completely different from the first site where surveying work was performed.
The surveyor did the elevation certificate involving about 12-15 hours of work on weekends, using his
own equipment, his own vehicle, and billed the work on a hand written invoice/receipt using his personal address and not including any of his current employer’s information. After certifying the elevation
certificate, the surveyor realized that he had made an error (blunder?) in that the elevation he had recorded
was off by 100 feet. This was most likely a typographical error (or maybe, a topographical error). Not to
criticize the surveyor, but as those of us who have had training in New Mexico surveying programs have
learned: check, double check, and triple check before you sign anything.
A
simple
Google
Earth
elevation
check would
most
likely
havecheck,
caught
a 100
footand
typo.
not preachin’
who
have had
training
in New
Mexico surveying
programs
have
learned:
double
check,
tripleI’m
check
‘cause
everybody
makes mistakes, yet perhaps an OPUS position would have probably caught one
before you
sign anything.
hundredth of a Google elevation, within a foot or less. Nonetheless, the error was made and the surveyor
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a 100 foot
not preachin’
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NGS
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fortypo.
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‘cause everybody makes mistakes, yet perhaps an OPUS position would have probably caught one hundredth of a
System. It is also Latin for “WORK”. It’s nice to be able to have the technology to let OPUS do some
Google elevation, within a foot or less. Nonetheless, the error was made and the surveyor caught it. By the way,
“CHECK
WORK”
for us.
most of us know
that OPUS
is the NGS acronym for the Online Positioning User System. It is also Latin for “WORK”.
It’s nice to be able to have the technology to let OPUS do some “CHECK WORK” for us.
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shows a flood plain along the Little Coal River’s corridor. Many ridges around that area are in coal country
significantly higher. It seems that a 100 foot error would have been caught rather readily. At least the surveyor was
and are significantly higher. It seems that a 100 foot error would have been caught rather readily. At least
conscientious enough to have caught it all, as those in Jefferson County (previous case cited last year), did not
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Little Coal River Floodplain

The case at hand, ALL MED, LLC., Plaintiff, Petitioner v. RANDOLPH ENGINEERING CO., INC., AND DONALD
R. HAYES, Defendants, in Civil Action No. 08-C-197, was AFFIRMED as Submitted: January 25, 2012 and Filed:
February 24, 2012. The affirmation by the higher court was that the lower court was correct in its finding. The
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The case at hand, ALL MED, LLC., Plaintiff, Petitioner v. RANDOLPH ENGINEERING CO., INC.,
AND DONALD R. HAYES, Defendants, in Civil Action No. 08-C-197, was AFFIRMED as Submitted:
January 25, 2012 and Filed: February 24, 2012. The affirmation by the higher court was that the lower
court was correct in its finding. The finding was that the surveyor had not been acting as an AGENT of
RANDOLPH ENGINEERING CO., INC. He had been acting on his own. Had he not blundered the
elevation in question, the problem would have never been taken to court. Although he caught his error and
was able to admit it, ALL MED, LLC sued him and his employer. The lesson here is obvious: “check your
work”, regardless of whom it is being billed through.
The court found that his work had not been done as an AGENT of RANDOLPH ENGINEERING CO.,
INC., and it was reversed. The case and a dissenting opinion can found by your search engine of choice
by plugging in the parties to this suit as stated in this article’s title. An Aggie surveyor, good friend and
colleague working in the Corpus Christi area read the case and quickly made his opinion that ALL MED,
LLC was suing the deepest pockets first. He is most likely correct and I will follow this one further to see
if something else gets filed.

Little Coal River
As you’ve probably heard, we’re entering the next solar cycle, which is due to peak in May 2013. I want
to periodically touch on this subject as the solar activity is going to increase over the next few years, and
if the solar activity (geomagnetic storms, not sunspots) is severe enough, it will have an effect on GPS
accuracy and tracking.
Regardless of what you’ve heard in the mainstream media in recent months, the last event serious enough
to affect GPS operations was in December 2006. That’s not to say that things aren’t heating up.” I think
that’s out of GPS World and I apologize for not being able to give credit where credit is due right now.
Just consider it a heads up when you are using OPUS or any other form of GPS for survey grade measurements. K and E hand levels could be more accurate, given the right, or wrong, timing of things. Δ
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2012 NMPS CONFERENCE PHOTOS

Kery Greiner

President Justin Miller

Presenter Mike Paisano

Presenter Steve Parrish

Presenter
Thom Maestas

Ethics Panel

Fred Sanchez and members of the State Board of
Licensure
Allen Grace

Members
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Justin Miller and Larry
Medrano

Justin Miller and
Allen Grace
Justin Miller and
Amanda Allred

Mike Daly, Cliff Spirock,
Earl Burkholder

Mike Paisano
Allen Grace
and Gary Kent

Justin Miller and
Chris Medina
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VENDORS AND EXHIBITORS
AT THE 2012 NMPS ANNUAL CONFERENCE

Jim Rheinbold

Matt Nawrocki and
Chuck Hutchins - Vectors
Nic Cournoyer and
Joshua Vandiver

Tim Smets - Allen Instruments

Anthony Paulos, Anthony Trujillo
and Eric Evans - Holman’s

Steve Enyart
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Sustaining Members
Alan R. Benham		
Albuquerque, NM

Ira Hardin
Las Cruces, NM

Earl F. Burkholder
Las Cruces, NM

Will Plotner
Rio Rancho, NM

Isaac Camacho
Las Cruces, NM

Keith Stickford		
La Jara, NM

Douglas W. Copeland
T or C, NM

Steve Toler
Albuquerque, NM

Scott Croshaw
Albuquerque, NM

Klad Zimmerle		
La Luz, NM

Marc A. DePauli		
Gallup, NM

Thank you for
your support!
Sustaining Membership

The Sustaining Membership category is reserved for Professional Surveying Companies represented by a New Mexico
Professional Surveyor and for individual New Mexico Professional Surveyors. Please contact the NMPS office for more
information or to upgrade your existing membership.
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